Ranch LT Performance
For Noémie Lavoie-Tremblay, the passion for horses began at an early
age. She started taking riding lessons at age 6 and by the age of 12 had
her first horse. Noémie took part in the sport-study program during
her high school years to expand her knowledge of the equine industry.
Thanks to her mentors and coaches, Noémie has been very successful
on the western pleasure circuit including several provincial
championships. In 2012 she qualified for the youth world show in
Oklahoma and was also a finalist in the All- American Quarter Horse
Congress in Ohio. Noémie also spent some time in the United States
working with top coaches and was quickly recognized for her skills as a
trainer. This led the Lavoie-Tremblay family to purchase the present
property, located in Lévis, to meet the demand of their growing
Laurence, Yves, Claire-Andrée &
clientele. Now known as “Ranch LT Performance”, the services offered
Noémie Lavoie-Tremblay
include boarding, a
breeding program, horse training and breaking, riding lessons
for competitive and recreational riders, and summer camps. In
addition, Noémie welcomes a dozen students in the sportstudy program, including her sister Laurence who has the
chance to train with her on a daily basis. In the next few years,
Noémie wants to continue supporting her students in
competition and wants to qualify her sister, Laurence, for the
Noémie and Get Chocolatize, the most decorated western
youth world show. They’re considering competing in the
pleasure horse on the Quebec circuit for the last 2 years!
United States to get the points needed to qualify. Laurence is already preparing for the novice world show next
year in South Carolina. Noémie also wants to develop her stallion in competition to promote his future foals.
Noémie stresses the importance of good nutrition. "The feed must meet the needs of our horses who work
very hard. Brooks’ feeds are very palatable, and the horses love it. Sound nutrition from Brooks helps my
horses train well, stay healthy and look beautiful!” At the ranch, a full range of feeds are available to meet the
diverse needs of the horses, including Power Play, Phase 2 and Fit & Fiber.
For more information, visit:

https://www.ranchltperformance.com

www.brooksfeeds.com

